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Electron transport in argon in crossed electric and magnetic fields
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Toshiaki Makabe
Department of Electronics, Keio University, 3-14-1 Hiyoshi, Yokohama 223, Japan

~Received 13 December 1999!

An investigation of electron transport in argon in the presence of crossed electric and magnetic fields is
carried out over a wide range of values of electric and magnetic field strengths. Values of mean energy,
ionization rate, drift velocity, and diffusion tensor are reported here. Two unexpected phenomena arise; for
certain values of electric and magnetic field we find regions where the swarm mean energy decreases with
increasing electric fields for a fixed magnetic field and regions where swarm mean energy increases with
increasing magnetic field for a fixed electric field.

PACS number~s!: 51.50.1v, 52.25.Fi, 51.10.1y
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1993 Ness@1# presented a general formalism for sol
ing the Boltzmann equation for reacting charged-parti
swarms in neutral gases in the presence of an electric
magnetic field set at some arbitrary angle to each other.
formalism used was based on a spherical-harmonic ex
sion in velocity space of the charged particle phase sp
distribution function. In a subsequent paper Ness@2# effected
numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation for electr
swarms by further expanding the energy dependence
terms of Sonine polynomials. This numerical solution w
done for the geometry of perpendicular fields and conse
tion interactions between the electrons and neural molecu
In the present paper we extend the numerical solution
include ionization by electron impact, a nontrivial extensi
of the code~see next section!. This work was motivated by
research being carried out at the Department of Electron
Keio University into the use of magnetron discharges
material sputtering, where argon is the primary gas used.
the remainder of the section a brief summary of the conn
tion between swarm physics and the use of magnetron
charges in plasma processing will be given.

In the context of plasma processing a magnetron is a
vice that makes use of electric and magnetic fields to con
and maintain the plasma under a lower pressure cond
than is possible with an electric field only. The application
the magnetic field to a discharge under the influence of
applied electric field corresponds qualitatively to an incre
in the neutral~argon! density. This effective or apparent in
crease in the neutral density is due to an increase of
residence time of the electrons in the plasma, brought ab
by the Lamor gyrations@3#. As a result we can expect
lower energy and a higher density of electrons at a low
pressure in a plasma when an external magnetic field is
plied to the discharge@4#. Furthermore, since the Lamor ra
dius of the ions is large compared to the dimensions of
discharge, the addition of the magnetic field will have neg
gible effect upon the ion transport. In this system the co
sion rate of the electrons with the neutrals can be contro
independently of the gas pressure by varying the strengt
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~3!/4083~8!/$15.00
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the applied magnetic field. This means that in a lower pr
sure magnetron plasma the ions from the sheath to the ta
will be essentially collisionless with a beamlike energy.

Magnetrons are used primarily for the process of sput
ing in which energetic particles, such as ions, are used
eject material from a solid surface@5#. In the process of
sputtering secondary electrons are produced. These sec
ary electrons are accelerated back through the plasma w
they cause ionization of the neutral atoms and thus prod
more plasma. In the plasma bulk, where the secondary e
trons do most of their ionization the electric and magne
fields are predominately perpendicular or near perpendicu
Since electrons are essential to maintain the plasma
knowledge of their behavior, i.e., their transport coefficien
is important in the design and optimization of such devic
@4#. These transport coefficients can be either measure
swarm experiments or calculated from transport theory.
date, no experiments exist that can measure all the requ
transport coefficients~rate coefficient, drift velocities, and
diffusion coefficients! for electrons in gases in the present
electric and magnetic fields. In the present work we solve
Boltzmann equation for electron swarms undergoing ioni
tion in argon in the presence of perpendicular electric a
magnetic fields. In this application ionization by electron im
pact plays a key role in the electron behavior, therefore
modeling must treat ionization in a comprehensive mann

II. THEORY

The theoretical approach used in the present work to so
the nonconservative Boltzmann equation can be found
Ref. @1# and@2#. For the sake of completeness a summary
presented here.

The starting point of the present analysis is the Boltzma
equation

F ]

]t
1c•

]

]r
1

e

m
~E1c3B!•

]

dc
1JG f ~r ,c,t !50, ~1!

wheree is the charge on, andm is the mass of an electro
moving under the influence of an electric field of strengthE
4083 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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4084 PRE 62KEVIN NESS AND TOSHIAKI MAKABE
and a perpendicular magnetic field of flux densityB. The
collision operatorJ takes into account the effect of binar
collisions between the electrons and the neutral molecule
the electron motion. Formally Eq.~1! is solved for the
single-particle phase-space distributionf (r ,c,t). This func-
tion is a probably density such thatf (r ,c,t)dr dc gives the
number of electrons at positionsr to r1dr with velocities in
the rangesc to c1dc at timet. All the necessary information
about the swarm can be obtained oncef (r ,c,t) is known.
Integration of f (r ,c,t) over all velocities gives the numbe
density of electrons,n(r ,t).

Here we solve Eq.~1! by making the expansions

f ~r ,c,t !5w̄~a,c!(
l 50

`

(
m52 l

1

(
n50

`

(
s50

2

(
l50

s

(
m52l

l

3F~n lmuslm!Rn l~ac!Ym
@ l #~ ĉ!Gm

~sl!n~r ,t !,

~2!

where Ym
@ l #( ĉ) is a spherical harmonic, a function of th

anglesĉ5w,f, Gm
(sl) denotes thesth application of gradient

operator in irreducible tensor notation,w̄(a,c)
5(a2/2p)3/2exp(2a2 c2/2), is a Maxwellian distribution,
a25m/kTb ; Tb is a temperature parameter,Rn l(ac)
5Nn l(ac/&)1S111/2

(n) (a2c2/2), S111/2
(n) (a2c2/2) is a Sonine

polynomial,Nn l5A2p3/2n!/G(n1 l 13/2).
Substitution of expansion~2! into Eq. ~1! and carrying out
the necessary operations@1# and @2# reduces the Boltzmann
equation to a set of matrix equation for the expansion co
ficientsF(n lmuslm),

(
l 8

(
m8

(
n8

@Mlmn,l 8m8n81Rdn8nd l 8 ldm8m#

3F~n8l 8m8uslm!

5Xlmn~slm!,

n,l 51,2, . . .`; m52 l , . . . ,1 l . ~3!

Explicit expressions for the matrix of coefficient
Mlmn,l 8m8n8 , which contains the applied fields and collisio
dependence of the problem, and right hand side,Xlmn(slm),
are given in Ref.@2#. We note here that the expansion coe
ficients or ‘‘moments’’ are numbers that depend on t
fields, the neutral number densityn0 , and the collision cross
sections. All the space-time and velocity dependence
been ‘‘taken out’’ by the above expansion of the phase-sp
distribution function. The velocity dependence of the m
ments is carried by the three indicesl,m,n, while the space
dependence is carried by the three indicess,l,m. The spatial
indices determine the order of the equation;s50 is the spa-
tially homogeneous equation,s51 are the first order equa
tions in ¹n, while s52 are the second order equations
¹n. The lowest order equation,s5l5m50, is an eigen-
value problem for the reaction rateR. For each value of
(s,l,m) we haveonematrix equation in the velocity indice
( l ,m,n) to solve. DefiningE to be in thez direction andB to
be in they direction, the transport coefficients expressed
terms of the moments are given by
on

f-

-

as
ce
-

n

R52n0(
n50

`

J0n
0 F~n00u000!5rate coefficient, ~4a!

Wx52 i
&

a
F~011u000!1 in0(

n50

`

J0n
0 F~n00u111!

5drift speed in theE3B direction, ~4b!

Wz5
i

a
F~001u000!2 in0(

n50

`

J0n
0 F~n00u110!

5drift speed in theE direction, ~4c!

Dx52
1

a
@F~011u111!2F~0121u111!#

2n0(
n

J0n
0 FF~n00u200!

)
1

F~n00u220!

A6

2F~n00u222!G
5diffusion coefficient in theE3B direction,

~4d!

Dy52
1

a
@F~011u111!1F~0121u111!#

2n0(
n

J0n
0 FF~n00u200!

)
1

F~n00u220!

A6

1F~n00u222!G
5diffusion coefficient parallel to theB field,

~4e!

Dz52
1

a
F~010u110!2

n0

)
(

n
J0n

0

3@F~n00u200!1F~n00u220!#

5diffusion coefficient parallel to theE field,

~4f!

Dh52
&

a
@F~011u110!1F~010u111!#

2n0(
n

J0n
0 F~n00u221!

5off-diagonal diffusion coefficient. ~4g!

The drift velocity may also be expressed in terms of the d
speedW and the Lorentz or magnetic deflection anglec.
That is,

W5AWx
21Wz

2,
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tan~C!5Wx /Wz .

To second order in¹n(s52), Eq. ~3! gives
s50,

(
l 8

(
m8

(
n8

@Mlmn,l 8m8n81Rdn8nd l 8 ldm8m#F~ l 8m8n8u000!

5Xlmn~000!, ~5a!

s51,

(
l 8

(
m8

(
n8

@Mlmn,l 8m8n81Rdn8nd l 8 ldm8m#F~ l 8m8n8u11m!

5Xlmn~11m!, m521,0,1, ~5b!

s52,

(
l 8

(
m8

(
n8

@Mlmn,l 8m8n81Rdn8nd l 8 ldm8m#F~ l 8m8n8u200!

5Xlmn~200!, ~5c!

(
l 8

(
m8

(
n8

@Mlmn,l 8m8n81Rdn8nd l 8 ldm8m#F~ l 8mn8u22m!

5Xlmn~22m!, m522,21,0,1,2. ~5d!

For perpendicular fields we have the condition@2#:

F~ l 2mnusl2m!5~21!m1mF~ lmnuslm!.

Thus to second order in spatial gradients we have seven
trix equations to solve for, in order to determine transport
to diffusion. In the absence of reactionsJ0v

0 50 and the sum-
mation terms in the above expressions for the transport
efficients vanish. This in turn implies that we only requi
the s50 ands51 expansion coefficients in order to dete
mine transport processes up to diffusion. That is, in the
sence of reactions we only require the solution of three eq
tions to determine drift and diffusion. The coefficients
defined by Eq.~4! are the bulk transport coefficients@6#. The
terms on the right hand side not included in the summa
over then index give the flux component to the transpo
coefficient, while the summation term in then index repre-
sents the explicit effect of reactions on the transport coe
cient due to the spatially nonuniform creation/annihilation
electrons. In the present investigation we only report the b
transport coefficients. Investigation and discussion of fl
and reactive contributions to transport in the presence oE
3B fields will be left to later work.

For practical solution the expansions in the velocity sp
indices (l ,m,n) must be truncated. In the present work the
three indices are truncated independently atl max, mmax
(<lmax), andvmax @2#. No upper limit is fixed on then or the
l the indices and all three are incremented until the des
convergence is achieved. Thus the present approach is a
multiterm solution.

When a magnetic field is present it is often convenien
break up the transport into three regions, depending upon
relative strength of the magnetic field and the collision p
cesses@2#. If we define
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to be the electron cyclotron frequency andn̄ to be some
average collision frequency, then we have:
the weak magnetic field region

V! n̄,

a moderate or intermediate magnetic field region

V;n̄,

and the strong magnetic field region

V@ n̄.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the argon cross sections we use the set of Biagi@7#,
which are shown in Fig. 1. This set of cross sections cons
of the elastic cross section, one ionization process wit
threshold of 15.7 eV, and three excitation processes w
thresholds at 11.55, 13.0, and 14.0 eV. All scattering is
sumed isotropic; this is a limitation of the set of cross s
tions, not the theory. Under the assumption of isotropic sc
tering, the elastic cross section is the same as the ela
momentum transfer cross section. A neutral temperature
293 K is assumed and superelastic collisions are allowed
For the ionization process we have randomly divided
available energy after ionization between the two po
ionization electrons@8#; we comment on this later. From Fig
1 we expect two main features of the cross sections to do
nate the electron transport: the deep minimum in the ela
cross section and the relatively closely spaced set of h
threshold inelastic processes.

Figure 2 shows the mean electron energy as a functio
E/n0 from 0.001 to 5000 Td over a wide range ofB/n0
values from 0 to 50 000 Hx. The unit of a ‘‘Townsend’’~Td!
is well known in swarm physics@9#. The unit of a ‘‘Huxley’’
~Hx! is somewhat newer@2,10#. One Huxley is defined to be
10227T m3. At a gas temperature of 293 K, one gauss p
torr is equivalent to 3.034 Hx@11#. Thus for a gas pressure o

FIG. 1. The electron-argon cross section set of Biagi@4#. The
three excitation processes have threshold energies of 11.55,
and 14.0 eV. The single ionization process has a threshold of
eV.
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one torr aB/n0 value of 50 000 Hx corresponds to a ma
netic field strength of approximately 16 500 G~1.65 T!, a
very strong magnetic field indeed.

From Fig. 2 we see four distinct regions of transport
E/n0 increases. First, there is an initial plateau region wh
the electron energy is thermal (3kT0/2;0.04 eV). Second,
there is a region of rapid rise due to the deep Ramsaur m
mum. Third, there is a second plateau region brought ab
by the rapidly rising elastic cross section and the large
ergy loss of the electrons as the inelastic channels bec
important. This third region is the most interesting as far
transport phenomena are concerned as the transport c
cients contain structures that reflect the effect of the inela
processes. Finally, there is another region of rapid rise
both the elastic and inelastic processes drop off with h
energy, and the electrons start to rapidly gain energy fr
the strong electric field. Note that in Fig. 2 asB/n0 increases
the mean energy curves move to the right. In particular
E/n0 range of the thermal region increases withB/n0 , this is
due to the reduction in electron heating caused by the
pendicular magnetic field@1,2#. Since, in general, the appli
cation of a magnetic field perpendicular to an electric fi
decreases the swarm mean energy one may view this
‘‘cooling effect.’’ Note also that for the higher values o
B/n0 , the mean energy shows a region of decrease w

FIG. 2. Mean swarm energy as a functionE/n0 for a range of
B/n0 values, as indicated on the graph, for electrons in argon
T05293 K.

FIG. 3. Ionization rate coefficient for electrons in argon atT0

5293 K as a function ofE/n0 for the same range ofB/n0 values as
in Fig. 2.
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increasingE/n0! This behavior is more evident for the inte
mediate values ofB/n0 , see, for example, theB/n0
51000-Hx curve in the 4-Td region, and is contrary to pr
vious experiences in swarm physics. One would expect
mean swarm energy to increase with increasingE/n0 . This
is discussed in detail below.

Figure 3 shows the ionization rate coefficientR/n0 for the
same range of values ofE/n0 andB/n0 as the mean energy
These curves are basically featureless as ionization only
comes significant at the higher values ofE/n0 when suffi-
cient electrons have enough energy to undergo ionizat
The curves show the expected increase inR/n0 with E/n0
and decrease inR/n0 with B/n0 . In Figs. 4 and 5 the drift
speed and the tangent of the Lorentz angle are shown. F
Fig. 4 we observe that the drift speed shows little sensitiv
to the details of the cross sections, even for weakB/n0 . In
the limit of largeB, W5E/B and the curves in Fig. 4 be
come straight lines of slope 1. For these values ofB/n0 the
strong magnetic field dominates the collisions (V@n) for
the entire range ofE/n0 and this transport coefficient reflec
little of the energy dependence of the cross sections. For
weak values ofB/n0 some sensitivity to the cross sections
evident; primarily to the steeply rising elastic cross sect
where the rate of increase ofW with E/n0 drops off. On the
other hand, Fig. 5 shows that tan(c) is sensitivity to the
scattering cross sections even for large values ofB/n0 . The

at FIG. 4. Drift speed for electrons in argon for the same con
tions as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Tangent of the Lorentz for electrons in argon for t
same conditions as in Fig. 2.
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sensitivity of tan(c) to the cross sections has been discus
by Schmidt@10#. Consider a large value ofB/n0 , for weak
E/n0 the mean energy is essentially thermal and the m
netic field dominates the transport. Thus tan(c) is very large,
indicating that all the drift is essentiallyE3B. As E/n0 in-
creases the mean energy increases and tan(c) also increases
as the elastic cross section drops and the dominance of tB
field increases. Thus the maximum in tan(c) reflects the
minimum in the elastic cross section. Now asE/n0 increases
further the mean energy passes through the minimum in
elastic cross section and the electrons encounter a rap
rising cross section. This reduces the dominance of thB
field and tan(c) starts to drop steeply. However, asE/n0
increases further, inelastic scattering becomes signific
feeding low energy electron into the swarm. This leads t
plateauing out of the increase in mean energy withE/n0 and
the rate of decrease of tan(c) with E/n0 drops in response
Note that for the moderate to weak values ofB/n0 we start to
see some structure in tan(c) after the rapid drop, this is mos
likely due to the inelastic processes.

The diagonal diffusion coefficientsDx , Dz , andDy are
shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. All these coefficients reflect
some degree the four regions of transport. At first sight
two diffusion coefficients perpendicular to the magne
field, Dx ~diffusion along theE3B direction! andDz ~diffu-
sion along theE direction! show similar behavior withE/n0 ,

FIG. 6. The diffusion coefficient in theE3B direction for elec-
trons in argon for the same conditions as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 7. The diffusion coefficient in theE direction for electrons
in argon for the same conditions as in Fig. 2.
d

g-

e
ly

t,
a

e

particularly at the higherB/n0 values. The rapid rise in both
Dx andDz is a consequence of the deep Ramsaur minim
at approximately 0.2 eV~see Fig. 1!. Note that asB/n0 in-
creases bothDx and Dz in general decrease markedly. I
fact, both coefficients may vary over several orders of m
nitude with bothB/n0 andE/n0 . This is a consequence of
dominant magnetic field reducing diffusion perpendicular
itself by holding the electrons in orbits. Again we note th
for these coefficients the intermediate values ofB/n0 reveal
more structure after the rapid rise than either the low or h
values ofB/n0 ; indicating a heightened sensitivity to th
inelastic processes. In the thermal limit~weak E/n0), both
n0Dx andn0Dz decrease as (B/n0)22 @12#.

The diffusion coefficient parallel to the magnetic fiel
Dy , shown in Fig. 8 stands in contrast to bothDx andDz .
The variation inDy with both B/n0 and E/n0 is relatively
very small when compared to that for diffusion perpendic
lar to the magnetic field. The reasons for this have be
given in earlier work@2#. Unlike Dx and Dz , the magnetic
field has no explicit effect uponDy . Like tan(c), Dy shows
a high sensitive to the energy dependence of the cross
tions. This coefficient clearly shows the four regions th
dominate the transport. The initial flat part of the curves
low values ofE/n0 whereDy is effectively constant corre
sponds to the thermal region. In this regionDy is essentially
the thermal diffusion coefficient and unlikeDx and Dz the
value of Dy does not decrease with increasingB/n0 , the
thermal value ofDy does of course extend over a larg
range ofE/n0 values asB/n0 increases. The maximum inDy
reflects the Ramsaur minimum, where due to the rapidly f
ing collision frequency the diffusion is substantially e
hanced. After the maximum in diffusion we enter the thi
region where there is an initial sharp drop inDy due to the
rapidly rising elastic cross section. Here the inelastic co
sions start to exert their influence on the swarm. Their dir
effect is to enhance collisions and thereby reduce diffusi
However, due to the large threshold energies involved
these processes, at certain values ofE/n0 they scatter elec-
trons back in energy to the minimum region of the elas
cross section and this will tend to enhance diffusion. Th
we have a secondary maximum and plateau region inDy
which breaks up the drop off. Like the mean energy,
secondary maximum is more pronounced for the interme

FIG. 8. The diffusion coefficient in theB direction for electrons
in argon for the same conditions as in Fig. 2.
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4088 PRE 62KEVIN NESS AND TOSHIAKI MAKABE
ate values ofB/n0 . Beyond this the drop off inDy continues
until all cross sections fall off andDy rises again~this is the
fourth region of transport!.

For the sake of completeness, the off-diagonal diffus
coefficient is shown in Fig. 9. This coefficient may be eith
positive or negative@2#, hence Fig. 9 is a log-linear plot. O
the scale shown, the higherB/n0 values ofDh ~5000, 10 000,
and 50 000 Hx! are too small to be shown.

As noted above, perhaps the most interesting region
transport is region three, i.e., those field combinations
which the swarm mean energy corresponding in energy
the region in the cross sections where the elastic cross
tion is rapidly rising and the inelastic processes become
nificant. In Fig. 10 the mean electron energy forB/n0
51000 Hx is shown as a function ofE/n0 in the range 1–150
Td. On this scale, Fig. 10~the solid curve! clearly shows a
region of decreasing mean energy with increasingE/n0 , in
fact the curve has two maximums. In theE/n0 region of the
two maximums the convergence accuracy in the mean
ergy is better than 1%, while the variation in the mean
ergy over the same region is approximately 15%. Referr
back to Fig. 2 it is important to note that this phenomen
does not occur for zero or weak magnetic field, the prese

FIG. 9. The off-diagonal diffusion coefficient for electrons
argon for the same conditions as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 10. The mean swarm energy for electrons in argon atT0

5293 K as a function ofE/n0 for B/n051000 Hx. ~solid curve!
The long-dashed curve gives the mean energy when the ioniza
process is reduced to an inelastic collision—see text. The sh
dashed curve gives the mean energy when the available energy
an ionizing collision is partitioned in the fixed ratio 1:0.
n
r
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r
to
c-

g-

n-
-
g
n
ce

of a comparatively strong magnetic field is essential, ho
ever, too strong a magnetic field tends to reduce the eff
The phenomenon is due to the combined effect of ‘‘magne
field cooling’’ and ‘‘inelastic/ionization cooling.’’

The cooling effect of applying a magnetic field perpe
dicular to the electric field is well known and has been d
cussed in earlier work@2,12,13#. In the present work we will
refer to this as ‘‘magnetic field cooling’’ for the sake o
conciseness. The term ‘‘inelastic cooling’’ simply refers
the fact that whenever an electron under goes an inela
collision it losses at least the threshold energy of the exc
tion process and emerges from the collision with reduc
energy. If the electron has energy just above the thresh
energy, then in any inelastic encounter with a neutral it w
lose almost all its energy, resulting in a substantial cool
effect on the swarm, even if only a relatively small fractio
of the electrons have the required energy. We now introd
a third term to be used in the discussion below: ‘‘ionizati
cooling.’’ This term was used earlier by Robson and Ne
@14#. Ionization cooling is essentially the same as inelas
cooling with the additional cooling effect of the dilution o
the swarm energy due the creation of the new electrons. T
is, following an ionization collision, the remaining energ
available after the collision is shared between two electro
instead of only one, further reducing the mean energy. If
motion of the neutrals is ignored then, after an ionizing c
lision, of threshold energy« i , between an electron of kineti
energy« and a neutral, there will be an amount of ener
«2« i available to be shared between the two post collis
electrons. The way this available energy is partitioned
tween the two post collision electrons will effect the tran
port coefficients particularly as the ionization rate becom
significant. This has been demonstrated in theE only situa-
tion @8#. In the current investigation, in the absence of mo
precise knowledge we have randomly divided the availa
energy«2« i between the post collision electrons. Thus,
after an ionizing collision one of the electrons acquires
fractionD(0<D<1) of the available energy, the other ele
tron must acquire the fraction 12D. So far in the current
investigation, all fractionsD are equiprobable.

Returning now to Fig. 10, between 1 and 5 Td, the me
swarm energy increases from approximately 0.25 to 3
Note that from Fig. 2, for zero magnetic field the mean e
ergy over the same range ofE/n0 is substantially higher.
Now at E/n0;5 Td with «̄;3 eV an increasing number o
electrons in the tail of the energy distribution function ha
sufficient energy to undergo the high threshold inelastic p
cesses and thus inelastic cooling occurs. AsE/n0 is in-
creased further more electrons in the tail undergo inela
scattering and inelastic cooling is enhanced. The combi
effect of magnetic field cooling and inelastic cooling actua
decreases the swarm mean energy asE/n0 increases from
about 6 to 10 Td. From 10 to about 35 Td the mean ene
increases withE/n0 as the energy input from the electr
field overcomes both magnetic field cooling and inelas
cooling. At approximately 35 Td we observe a second ma
mum in «̄ followed by a subsequent decrease until about
Td. This second decrease in«̄ with E/n0 is a consequence o
the combined effect of magnetic field cooling and the di
tion effect of ionization cooling. Referring to Fig. 3, we se
that the ionization rate coefficient becomes significant
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around 30 Td. The long-dashed curve in Fig. 10 is the m
energy calculated by treating ionization as just another
elastic process, i.e., no secondary electrons are produ
This was done by setting the term in the ionization collisi
operator that models the generation of the new electron
zero and resolving the Boltzmann equation. When this
done the second maximum in«̄ disappears, as there is n
longer any ionization cooling. The third curve in Fig. 10, t
short-dashed curve, gives the mean swarm energy whenD is
set to 1. That is, one of the post ionization electrons gets
the energy while the other gets none. This is perhaps
most ‘‘extreme’’ partitioning scheme. Again we observe t
second peak, but there is no effect upon the first peak, fur
supporting our hypothesis that the first peak is due the c
bined effects of magnetic field and inelastic cooling, wh
the second peak is due to the combined effect of magn
field cooling and the dilution effect of ionization cooling. I
this case the effect of ionization cooling is enhanced, as
second maximum occurs with a lower mean energy and
subsequent decrease in the mean energy is greater an
tends over a larger range ofE/n0 .

The combination of magnetic field and inelastic/ionizati
cooling leads to another interesting phenomenon at very h
B/n0 for strong electric fields. Figure 11~solid curve! shows
the mean swarm energy atE/n05500 Td as a function of
B/n0 from 0 to 300 000 Hx. As stated above, the applicat
of a magnetic field perpendicular to an electric field will te
to cool a swarm. Previously it was predicted that for a fix
E/n0 ,«̄ would always decrease withB/n0 , independent of
the cross sections@1#. Figure 11 shows that this is not th
case. From Fig. 11 we see that there are two maximums i«̄,
at approximately 35 000 and 140 000 Hx. In theB/n0 region
of the two maximums the convergence accuracy for
mean energy is better than 0.5%, while the variation in
mean energy over the same region is approximately 1
From 0 to 10 000 Hx«̄ decreases sharply withB/n0 as mag-
netic field cooling and ionization/inelastic cooling combi
to rapidly cool the swarm. By 10 000 Hx the mean ener
has fallen to below 2 eV. However, as the swarm rapi

FIG. 11. The mean swarm energy for electrons in argon atT0

5293 K as a function ofB/n0 for E/n05500 Td~solid curve!. The
long-dashed curve gives the mean energy when the ionization
cess is reduced to an inelastic collision. The short-dashed cur
the ionization rate coefficient as a function ofB/n0 for E/n0

5500 Td.
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cools, the ionization rateR/n0 , shown by the short-dashe
curve in Fig. 11, rapidly falls. The more energetic electro
the ones in the high-energy tail, are the electrons undergo
ionizing/inelastic collisions and thus cause ionizatio
inelastic cooling. However, they are also the electrons m
influenced by magnetic field cooling. As the swarm coo
with increasingB/n0 , the tail population drops sharply an
so does the ionization and inelastic collision rates, as t
now compete with magnetic field cooling. In response
rate of cooling of the swarm slows. At high enoughB/n0
ionization all but shuts down and the heating effect of t
strong electric field overcomes the magnetic field cool
and the diminished inelastic cooling for a range of increas
B/n0 values ~approximately 15 000–40 000 Hx!. This pro-
duces the first peak. After this«̄ decreases withB/n0 once
more until inelastic cooling shuts down. This shutdown
inelastic cooling produces the second maximum at aro
140 000 Hx. After the second peak the cooling is essenti
magnetic field cooling only and«̄ drops of asB22, the ex-
pected strongB-field limit @12#. As in Fig. 10, the long-
dashed curve in Fig. 11 is the mean energy calculated
treating ionization as an inelastic process only. Note that
curve only has the higherB/n0 maximum, i.e., there is no
peak associated with the shutdown of the dilution effect
ionization cooling.

In general convergence of the present solution in all th
indices and for all coefficients was good, better than 0.1
However, for strong electric field, convergence in then index
deteriorated, particularly for low values ofB/n0 . The diffu-
sion coefficients were the first to exhibit convergence di
culties. For the low values ofB/n0 convergence in then
index for the diffusion coefficients rapidly deteriorate
~.10%! above 1000 Td. Above 5000 Td, for the low valu
of B/n0 , convergence of all coefficients was unsatisfacto
For the higher values ofB/n0 the rapid deterioration in con
vergence of the diffusion coefficients occurred above 50
Td. Note that from Fig. 2 this region of deteriorating conve
gence corresponds to region 4 of transport, i.e., the sec
region inE/n0 of rapid energy rise. Some what less serio
convergence difficulties in then index were also encountere
at the beginning of region 3 of transport~corresponding to
the start of the second plateau region in energy in Fig. 2! for
the intermediate values ofB/n0 . For example, forB/n0
51000 Hx in the region between 5 and 20 Td convergenc
«̄, Wx , Wz , andDy was better than 1%, while convergenc
in Dx , Dz , andDh was within 5%.

IV. CONCLUSION

A comprehensive investigation of electron transport in
gon in the presence of crossed electric and magnetic fi
has been carried out. The mean energy, the ionization r
the drift velocity and the diffusion tensor have been calc
lated over a wide range ofE/n0 andB/n0 values. This study
was initiated in order to obtain transport data for input into
fluid model of an argon magnetron discharge@15# and has
resulted in a database of such transport data. In the cours
the investigation a number of issues of fundamental inte
arose.

First, the sensitivity of both the Lorentz angle and t
diffusion coefficient along the magnetic field to the ener
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dependence of collision cross sections was noted. Ag
highlighting the potential use ofE3B transport data in the
determination of low-energy electron-neutral scattering cr
sections@10#. The variation of the mean energy and t
transport coefficients withE/n0 depends upon both the en
ergy dependence of the collision cross sections and the v
of B/n0 . In general this variation shows a greater sensitiv
to the energy dependence of the cross sections for inte
diate values ofB/n0 whereV;n̄. For weak values of the
magnetic field whereV! n̄, the collisions are too dominat
and the influence of the magnetic field is diminished. On
other hand, for strong magnetic fields whereV@ n̄, the mag-
netic field is too dominate and the sensitivity to the cro
sections is diminished.

Second, contrary to previous experience in swarm ph
ics, we find regions were the mean-swarm energy decre
with increasing electric field and increases with increas
magnetic field. These phenomena were associated with
interplay between magnetic field cooling and inelas
ionization cooling, although the role of the cross sections
both phenomena is of course vital. This is the subject
current investigation and a number of highly idealized mo
interactions have been investigated; these will be reporte
s
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a later date. At this stage it appears that two ingredients
essential. First, there must be a high threshold inelas
ionization process with the threshold well above thermal
ergy. Second, the elastic cross section requires a re
where it increases sharply with energy. Argon satisfies b
these conditions. In comparison to the normally good c
vergence, some decrease in convergence accuracy wa
countered in the region of these phenomena. However,
variation in the mean energy due to these phenomena
over an order of magnitude greater than the converge
accuracy in the mean energy in these regions. The decr
in convergence possibly reflects some ‘‘extreme’’ form
the energy distribution in these regions. Nevertheless
would be useful to the have the present finding verified by
independent study, such as a Monte Carlo simulation inv
tigation.
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